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In this paper we explore the extremum properties of orthogonal
quotientsmatrices. Theorthogonal quotients equality thatweprove
expresses the Frobenius norm of a difference between two ma-
trices as a difference between the norms of two matrices. This
turns the Eckart–Youngminimumnormproblem into an equivalent
maximum norm problem. The symmetric version of this equal-
ity involves traces of matrices, and adds new insight into Fan’s
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markable similarity between the Eckart–Young theorem and Fan’s
maximum principle. Returning to orthogonal quotients matrices
we derive “rectangular” extensions of Fan’s extremum principles,
which consider maximizing (or minimizing) sums of powers of
singular values.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a real symmetric n × n matrix and let x = (x1, . . . , xn)T ∈ Rn be a given nonzero vector.
Then the well-known Rayleigh quotient is deﬁned as
ρ = ρ(x, G) = xTGx/xTx. (1.1)
One motivation behind this deﬁnition lies in the following observation. Let τ be a given real number.
Then there exists an eigenvalue λ of G such that
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|λ − τ | ‖Gx − τx‖2/‖x‖2 (1.2)
and the value of τ that solves the minimum norm problem
minimize f (τ ) = ‖Gx − τx‖2 (1.3)
is given by ρ . In other words, ρ provides an estimate for an eigenvalue corresponding to x. Combining
this estimatewith the inverse iteration yields the celebrated Rayleigh quotient iteration. Other related
features are the Courant–Fischer minimax inequalities, Weyl monotonicity theorem, and many other
results that stem from these observations. In particular, the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of G
satisfy
λ1 = sup{xTGx/xTx | x ∈ Rn, x /= 0} (1.4)
and
λn = inf{xTGx/xTx | x ∈ Rn, x /= 0} (1.5)
respectively. For detailed discussion of the Rayleigh quotient and its properties see, for example,
[4,15–17,29,30,34,38,40].
The question that initiates our study is how to extend the deﬁnition of Rayleigh quotient in order
to estimate a singular value of a general rectangular matrix, where the term “rectangular” means that
the matrix is not necessarily symmetric or square. More precisely, let A be a realm × nmatrix,m n,
and let u ∈ Rm and v ∈ Rn be a pair of nonzero vectors. Then we seek a scalar function of A, u, and v,
σ(u, A, v) say, whose value approximates the “corresponding” singular value of A. The answer is given
by the Rectangular quotient,
σ = σ(u, A, v) = |uTAv|/(‖u‖2 ‖v‖2), (1.6)
where ‖u‖2 = (uTu)1/2 denotes the Euclidean vector norm. The justiﬁcations behind this deﬁnition
are given in Section 3. In particular, let u˜ and v˜ form a pair of singular vectors that share a common
singular value, σ˜ . That is, Av˜ = σ˜ u˜ and AT u˜ = σ˜ v˜. Then σ(u˜, A, v˜) = σ˜ .
At this point it is instructive to notice the difference between (1.6) and the Generalized Rayleigh
Quotient (GRQ) proposed by Ostrowski [26]. LetW be a general (nonnormal) square matrix of order n
and let x and y be two n-vectors that satisfy x∗y /= 0, where x∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of x.
Then the GRQ,
ω = ω(x,W , y) = x∗Wy/(x∗y) (1.7)
is aimed to approximate an eigenvalue of W that is “common” to x and y. For detailed discussion of
the GRQ and its properties see [25–27,29,40].
The primal aim of this paper is to explore the properties of orthogonal quotients matrices. Let
Xm˜ = [x1, . . . , xm˜] be a real m × m˜ matrix with m˜ orthonormal columns. Let Yn˜ = [y1, . . . , yn˜] be a
real n × n˜matrix with n˜ orthonormal columns. Then an m˜ × n˜matrix of the form
Z = XTm˜AYn˜ (1.8)
is called an orthogonal quotient (OQ) matrix. Note that
Zij = xTi Ayj ,
so the entries of Z have the same absolute value as the corresponding rectangular quotients. Matrices
of the form (1.8) can be viewed as ‘rectangular’ Rayleigh quotient matrices. The traditional deﬁnition
of (real) Rayleigh quotient matrices refers to symmetric matrices of the form
YTn˜ GYn˜, (1.9)
whereG and Yn˜ are deﬁned as above, e.g. [20,30,36]. Symmetric Rayleigh quotientmatrices of this form
are often called sections. These matrices arise naturally in optimization algorithms that try to keep
their approximations on a speciﬁc Stiefel manifold, e.g. [6,7,9,35]. Another class of Rayleigh quotient
matrices is deﬁned with analogy to (1.7). These matrices have the form
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CIWC, (1.10)
where, as before,W is a general (nonnormal) square matrix of order n. The n × kmatrix C is assumed
to be of full column rank, and the k × nmatrix CI denotes a left inverse of C. That is, amatrix satisfying
CIC = I. Matrices of the forms (1.9) and (1.10) play important roles in the Rayleigh–Ritz procedure and
in Krylov subspace methods, e.g., [30,34]. In this context there is rich literature on residual bounds for
eigenvalues and eigenspaces. See, for example, [19–21,30,32,34,36]. A third class of Rayleigh quotient
matrices is obtained from (1.8) by taking m˜ = n˜ = k. These matrices are involved in residual bounds
for singular values and singular spaces, e.g. [2,21]. However, our study turns into different directions. It
is aimed to expose the unique extremum properties that characterize orthogonal quotient matrices of
the form (1.8). The orthogonal quotient equality that we prove reveals a surprising similarity between
the Eckart–Young minimum norm principle [5] and Fan maximum principle [10]. Indeed, as we shall
see, theextendedextremumprinciples thatwederiveprovides anelegantway to concludeboth results.
The plan of the paper is as follows. The ﬁrst part serves as an extended introduction. It starts by
introducing some necessary notations and facts. Then it turns to expose the basic properties of the
rectangular quotient, σ , showing that it solves a number of least norm problems which characterize
a singular value corresponding to u and v. An error bound, similar to (1.2), enables us to bound the
distance between σ and the closest singular value of A. The introduction part ends with traditional
proof of the Eckart–Young theorem.
The second part of the paper extends the above results to orthogonal quotients matrices, showing
that thesematrices solve similar least normproblems and satisfy similar error bounds. The orthogonal
quotient equality that we prove illuminates the Eckart–Young theorem in a new light, turning it from
a minimum norm problem into an equivalent maximization problem. The symmetric version of the
orthogonal quotients quality is about traces of matrices. This equality adds new insight into Fan’s
extremum principles. A comparison of the two equalities reveals a surprising similarity between the
Eckart–Young theorem and Fan’s maximum principle.
The extremum principles of Fan [10,12] consider sums and products of eigenvalues of Hermitian
Rayleigh quotient matrices of the form (1.9). The third part of the paper derives extended rules which
consider rectangular orthogonal quotients matrices of the form (1.8). In this case singular values take
the role of eigenvalues. Yet, as we shall see, there are interesting differences between the two cases.
The current paper concentrates on real valuedmatrices andvectors. This simpliﬁes thepresentation
andhelps to focuson themain ideas. The treatmentof thecomplex-valuedcase shouldbequiteobvious.
2. Notations and basic facts
In this sectionwe introduce notations and factswhich are needed for coming discussions. As before
A denotes a realm × nmatrix withm n. Let
A = USVT (2.1)
be an SVD of A, where U = [u1, . . . , um] is anm × m orthogonal matrix, V = [v1, . . . , vn] is an n × n
orthogonal matrix, and S = diag{σ1, . . . , σn} is anm × n diagonal matrix. The singular values of A are
assumed to be nonnegative and sorted to satisfy
σ1  σ2  · · · σn  0. (2.2)
The columns of U and V are called left singular vectors and right singular vectors, respectively. These
vectors are related by the equalities
Avj = σjuj and ATuj = σjvj , j = 1, . . . , n. (2.3)
A further consequence of (2.1) is the equality
A =
n∑
j=1
σjujv
T
j . (2.4)
Moreover, let r denote the rank of A. Then, clearly,
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σ1  · · · σr > 0 and σj = 0 for j = r + 1, . . . , n. (2.5)
So (2.4) can be rewritten as
A =
r∑
j=1
σjujv
T
j . (2.6)
Let the matrices
Uk = [u1, . . . , uk] ∈ Rm×k and Vk = [v1, . . . , vk] ∈ Rn×k (2.7)
be constructed from the ﬁrst k columns of U and V , respectively. Let Sk = diag{σ1, . . . , σk} be a k × k
diagonal matrix. Then the matrix
Tk = UkSkVTk =
k∑
j=1
σjujv
T
j (2.8)
is called rank-k truncated SVD of A.
Let aij , uij , vij , denote the (i, j) entries of the matrices A,U, V , respectively. Then (2.4) indicates that
aii =
n∑
j=1
σjuijvij for i = 1, . . . , n (2.9)
and
n∑
i=1
|aii|
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
σj|uij| · |vij| =
n∑
j=1
σj
n∑
i=1
|uij| · |vij|
n∑
j=1
σj , (2.10)
where the last inequality follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the fact that the columns
of U and V have unit length.
Another useful property regards the concepts of majorization and unitarily invariant norms. Recall
that a matrix norm ‖ · ‖ onRm×n is called unitarily invariant if the equalities
‖A‖ = ‖XTA‖ = ‖AY‖ = ‖XTAY‖ (2.11)
are satisﬁed for any matrix A ∈ Rm×n, and any pair of unitary matrices X ∈ Rm×m and Y ∈ Rn×n. Let
B and C be a given pair ofm × nmatrices with singular values
β1 β2  · · ·βn  0 and γ1  γ2  · · · γn  0,
respectively. Let  = (β1, . . . ,βn)T and  = (γ1, . . . , γn)T denote the corresponding n-vectors of sin-
gular values. Then theweakmajorization relation <ω means that these vectors satisfy the inequal-
ities
k∑
j=1
βj 
k∑
j=1
γj for k = 1, . . . , n. (2.12)
In this casewe say that isweaklymajorized by , or that the singular values of B areweaklymajorized
by those of C. The dominance theorem of Fan [11] relates these two concepts. It says that if the singular
values of B are majorized by those of C then the inequality
‖B‖ ‖C‖ (2.13)
holds for any unitarily invariant norm. For detailed proof of this fact see, for example, [1,11,17,22]. The
most popular example of a unitarily invariant norm is, perhaps, the Frobenius matrix norm
‖A‖F =
⎛
⎝ m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
a2ij
⎞
⎠1/2 , (2.14)
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which satisﬁes
‖A‖2F = trace(ATA) = trace(AAT ) =
n∑
j=1
σ 2j . (2.15)
Other examples are the Schatten p-norms,
‖A‖ =
⎛
⎝ n∑
j=1
σ
p
j
⎞
⎠1/p , 1 p < ∞ (2.16)
and Fan k-norms,
‖A‖ =
k∑
j=1
σj , k = 1, . . . , n. (2.17)
The trace norm,
‖A‖tr =
n∑
j=1
σj (2.18)
is obtained for k = n and p = 1, while the 2-norm
‖A‖2 = σ1 = max
j
σj (2.19)
corresponds to k = 1 and p = ∞.
Finally, let m˜ and n˜ be a pair of positive integers such that
1 m˜m and 1 n˜ n.
Then
Xm˜ = {Xm˜|Xm˜ = [x1, x2, . . . , xm˜] ∈ Rm×m˜ and XTm˜Xm˜ = I} (2.20)
and
Yn˜ = { Yn˜ | Yn˜ = [y1, y2, . . . , yn˜] ∈ Rn×n˜ and YTn˜ Yn˜ = I } (2.21)
denote the corresponding Stiefel manifolds. That is, Xm˜ denotes the set of all real m × m˜ matrices
with orthonormal columns, whileYn˜ is the set of all real n × n˜matrices with orthonormal columns.
3. Rectangular quotients
Let A be a realm × nmatrix withm n, and let u = (u1, . . . , um)T ∈ Rm and v = (v1, . . . , vn)T ∈
Rn be a pair of nonzero vectors. To simplify the coming discussion we make the assumptions that
uTAv  0, and that u and v are unit vectors. That is,
‖u‖2 =
(
uTu
)1/2 =
⎛
⎝ m∑
i=1
u2i
⎞
⎠1/2 = 1 and ‖v‖2 = (vTv)1/2 =
⎛
⎝ n∑
j=1
v2j
⎞
⎠1/2 = 1.
With these assumptions at hand the rectangular quotient (1.6) is reduced to the bilinear form
σ = σ(u, A, v) = uTAv. (3.1)
In this section we brieﬂy derive the basic minimum norm properties that characterize this kind of
bilinear forms. We shall start by noting that σ solves the one parameter minimization problem
minimize α(θ) = ‖A − θuvT‖2F . (3.2)
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This observation is a direct consequence of the equalities
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(uivj)
2 = ‖uvT‖2F = ‖u‖22 ‖v‖22 = 1,
uTAv =
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
aijuivj
and
‖A − θuvT‖2F =
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(aij − θuivj)2 = ‖A‖2F − 2θuTAv + θ2. (3.3)
Similar arguments show that σ = uTAv solves the least squares problems
minimize β(θ) = ‖Av − θu‖22 (3.4)
and
minimize γ (θ) = ‖ATu − θv‖22. (3.5)
Furthermore, substituting the optimal value of θ into (3.3) yields the rectangular quotient equality
‖A − (uTAv)uvT‖2F = ‖A‖2F − (uTAv)2, (3.6)
which means that solving the rank-one approximation problem
minimize f (x, y) = ‖A − xyT‖2F (3.7)
is equivalent to solving the maximization problem
maximize g(u, v) = uTAv
subject to ‖u‖2 = 1 and ‖v‖2 = 1. (3.8)
Using the SVD of A the unit vectors in the last problem can be expressed in the form
u =
m∑
i=1
ηiui and v =
n∑
j=1
ξjvj , where
m∑
i=1
η2i =
n∑
j=1
ξ2j = 1.
Therefore, since
uTi Avj = 0 for i /= j, (3.9)
the objective function of (3.8) satisﬁes
|uTAv| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
ηjξjσj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ σ1
n∑
j=1
|ηjξj| σ1,
where the last inequality comes from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Moreover, since uT1Av1 = σ1,
this pair of vectors solves (3.8), while σ1satisﬁes
σ1 = max{ |uTAv | |u ∈ Rm, ‖u‖2 = 1, v ∈ Rn, ‖v‖2 = 1}. (3.10)
The last result is analogous to (1.4). Yet, in contrast to (1.5), here the orthogonality relations (3.9) imply
that
0 = min{|uTAv| | u ∈ Rm, ‖u‖2 = 1, v ∈ Rn, ‖v‖2 = 1}. (3.11)
Further min–max properties of scalar rectangular quotients are obtained from the Courant–Fischer
theorem, see the next section.
We shall ﬁnish this section by stating a simple error bound on the distance between the rectangular
quotient (3.1) and a singular value of A. Another justiﬁcation behind the proposed deﬁnition of the
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rectangular quotient comes from the observation that the Rayleigh quotient corresponding to the
matrix G =
[
O A
AT O
]
and the vector x =
(
u
v
)
is ρ = uTAv. Hence in this case the bound (1.2) implies
the existence of a singular value of A, σˆ , that satisﬁes
|σˆ − |uTAv||  (‖Av − |uTAv|u‖2 + ‖ATu − |uTAv|v‖2)/
√
2. (3.12)
The last bound can be reﬁned by applying the following retrieval rules, derived in [3]. Let v ∈ Rn be a
given unit vector that satisﬁes Av /= 0, and let
u = Av/‖Av‖2
and
σ = ‖Av‖2 = uTAv
provide the corresponding estimates of a left singular vector, and a singular value, respectively. Then
Av − σu = Av − ‖Av‖2(Av/‖Av‖2) = 0
and (3.12) is reduced to
|σˆ − uTAv| ‖ATu − (uTAv)v‖2/
√
2. (3.13)
Similarly let u ∈ Rm be a given unit vector that satisﬁes ATu /= 0, and let
v = ATu/‖ATu‖2
and
σ = ‖ATu‖2 = uTAv
denote the corresponding estimates of a singular vector, and a singular value, respectively. Then
here ATu − (uTAv)v = 0 and (3.12) is reduced to
|σˆ − uTAv| ‖Av − (uTAv)u‖2/
√
2. (3.14)
4. The Eckart–Young theorem
In this section we outline a “traditional” way for proving the Eckart–Young theorem [5]. The state-
ments in this section are easily derived from known results on Hermitian matrices e.g. [13,30,39].
However, to keep our paper self-contained, we brieﬂy specify the basic arguments behind these
statements. The Eckart–Young theorem considers the problem of approximating one matrix by an-
other matrix of a lower rank. (The solution of this problem is also attributed to Schmidt [31]. See
[17,pp.137–138,33,p. 76].) Theneed for low-rankapproximationsof amatrix is a fundamentalproblem
that arises in many applications, e.g. [3–5,8,14,15,18,33]. The next sections expose new features of this
problem as well as a new proof.
As before A denotes a realm × nmatrixwhose SVD is given by (2.1)–(2.7). The ﬁrst pair of theorems
provides useful “minimax” characterizations of singular values. In these theorems Vk denotes an
arbitrary subspace ofRn that has dimension k. Similarly,U denotes an arbitrary subspace ofR
m that
has dimension .
Theorem 1 (Right Courant–Fischer minimax theorem). The jth singular value of A satisﬁes
σj = max
Vj
min{‖Av‖2 | v ∈ Vj , ‖v‖2 = 1} (4.1)
and
σj = min
Vj∗
max{‖Av‖2 | v ∈ Vj∗ , ‖v‖2 = 1}, (4.2)
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where the integer j∗ is deﬁned by the equality
j + j∗ = n + 1. (4.3)
(The maximum in (4.1) is over all j dimensional subspaces Vj of R
n. The minimum in (4.2) is over all j∗
dimensional subspacesVj∗ ofRn.)Moreover, themaximum in (4.1) is attained forVj = span{v1, . . . , vj},
while theminimum in (4.2) is attained forVj∗ = span{vj , vj+1, . . . , vn}.Yet the solutions of both problems
are not necessarily unique.
Theorem 2 (Left Courant–Fischer minimax theorem). The ith singular value of A satisﬁes
σi = max
Ui
min{‖ATu‖2 | u ∈ Ui, ‖u‖2 = 1} (4.4)
and
σi = min
Ui∗
max{‖ATu‖2 | u ∈ Ui∗ , ‖u‖2 = 1}, (4.5)
where the integer i∗ is deﬁned by the equality
i + i∗ = m + 1. (4.6)
Moreover, the maximum in (4.4) is attained for Ui = span{u1, . . . , ui}, while the minimum in (4.5) is
attained forUi∗ = span{ui, ui+1, . . . , um}.
Note thatTheorem2 is essentiallyTheorem1 forAT . Theproofof Theorem1 isbasedon the following
idea. The condition (4.3) ensures the existence of a unit vector, x, that belongs both to Vj and Vj∗ .
Thus
min{‖Av‖2 | v ∈ Vj , ‖v‖2 = 1} ‖Ax‖2 max{‖Av‖2 | v ∈ Vj∗ , ‖v‖2 = 1}
and
sup
Vj
min{‖Av‖2 | v ∈ Vj , ‖v‖2 = 1} inf
Vj∗
max{‖Av‖2 | v ∈ Vj∗ , ‖v‖2 = 1}.
So the proof is concluded by verifying that equality holds when using the speciﬁed subspaces.
Let B denote anotherm × n real matrix and let
C = A − B (4.7)
denote the corresponding difference matrix. The singular values of B and C are denoted as
β1 β2  · · ·βn  0 and γ1  γ2  · · · γn  0, (4.8)
respectively. The coming corollaries of Theorem 1 answer the question of how the rank of B affects the
singular values of C.
Lemma 3. Assume that rank(B) = k. In this case
γ1  σk+1. (4.9)
Proof. TakeVj∗ = Null(B). Then j∗ = n − k and j = k + 1. Consequently
γ1 = max{‖(A − B)v‖2 | v ∈ Rn, ‖v‖2 = 1}
max{‖(A − B)v‖2 | v ∈ Null(B), ‖v‖2 = 1}
= max{‖Av‖2 | v ∈ Null(B), ‖v‖2 = 1} σj = σk+1,
where the last inequality follows from (4.2). 
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Theorem 4 (Weyl). Let B and C be as in (4.7) and (4.8). Then
βi + γj  σi+j−1, (4.10)
under the convention that σ = 0 when  > n.
Proof. Let Bi−1 be a rank i − 1 truncated SVD of B, and let Cj−1 to be a rank j − 1 truncated SVD of C.
Then the largest singular valueofB − Bi−1 isβi,while the largest singular valueofC − Cj−1 isγj . That is,
βi = max {‖(B − Bi−1)v‖2 | v ∈ Rn, ‖v‖2 = 1} (4.11)
and
γj = max {‖(C − Cj−1)v‖2 | v ∈ Rn, ‖v‖2 = 1} (4.12)
Let them × nmatrix F be deﬁned by the equality
F = Bi−1 + Cj−1.
Then rank(F) i + j − 2, and
A − F = (B − Bi−1) + (C − Cj−1).
Hence from (4.11) and (4.12) we see that
βi + γj max {‖(A − F)v‖2 | v ∈ Rn, ‖v‖2 = 1} σi+j−1,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3. 
Corollary 5 (Majorization). Assume further that rank(B) k, which means βi = 0 for i = k + 1, . . . , n.
Then substituting i = k + 1 in (4.10) gives
γj  σj+k for j = 1, . . . , n − k. (4.13)
In other words, if rank (B) k then the singular values of C majorize the singular values of A − Tk.
Recall that Tk denotes a rank-k truncated SVD of A, as deﬁned in (2.8). Roughly speaking the last
corollary says that a rank-k perturbation of A may cause the singular values to “fall” not more than k
“levels”. The next corollary shows that they are unable to “rise” more than k levels.
Corollary 6. Observe that (4.7) can be rewritten as A = C − (−B)while−B has the same singular values
as B. Hence a further consequence of Theorem 4 is
βi + σj  γi+j−1. (4.14)
Moreover, if rank(B) k then
σj  γj+k for j = 1, . . . , n − k. (4.15)
The next results provide useful bounds on the perturbed singular values.
Corollary 7 (Bounding and interlacing). Using (4.10) and (4.14) with i = 1 gives
σj + β1  γj  σj − β1, j = 1, . . . , n (4.16)
and
|γj − σj|β1, j = 1, . . . , n. (4.17)
Furthermore, consider the special case when B is a rank-one matrix. Then using (4.13) and (4.15) with
k = 1 gives
σj−1  γj  σj+1, j = 1, . . . , n, (4.18)
where σ0 = +∞ and σn+1 = 0.
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Theorem 8 (Eckart–Young). Let B and C be as in (4.7) and (4.8) and assume that rank(B) k. Then
‖A − B‖2F 
n∑
i=k+1
σ 2i . (4.19)
Moreover, let Tk be a rank-k truncated SVD of A, as deﬁned in (2.8). Then Tk solves the minimum norm
problem
minimize F(B) = ‖A − B‖2F
subject to rank(B) k, (4.20)
giving the optimal value of
‖A − Tk‖2F =
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=k+1
σjujv
T
j
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣2
F
=
n∑
j=k+1
σ 2j .
Proof. Using (4.13) we see that
‖A − B‖2F = ‖C‖2F =
n∑
j=1
γ 2j 
n−k∑
j=1
γ 2j 
n−k∑
j=1
σ 2j+k =
n∑
i=k+1
σ 2i . 
The last theorem says that Tk is a best rank-k approximation of A, regarding the Frobenius norm.
Observe that Lemma 3 proves a similar claim for the 2-norm. The next extension is due toMirsky [23].
Theorem 9 (Mirsky). Let ‖ · ‖denote a unitarily invariant norm onRm×n. Then the inequality
‖A − B‖ ‖A − Tk‖ (4.21)
holds for anymatrix B ∈ Rm×n such that rank(B) k. In otherwords, Tk solves theminimumnormproblem
minimize ν(B) = ‖A − B‖
subject to rank(B) k. (4.22)
Proof. FromCorollary 5we see that the singular values ofA − Bmajorize those orA − Tk . Hence (4.21)
is a direct consequence of Fan Dominance Theorem. 
Another related problem is
minimize ‖C‖2F
subject to (A − C) ∈ Rm×nk , (4.23)
whereRm×nk denotes the set of all realm × nmatrices of rank k. Belowwewill show that the residual
matrix
Rk = A − Tk =
n∑
j=k+1
σjujv
T
j (4.24)
solves this problem. In other words, Rk is the smallest perturbation that turns A into a rank-k matrix.
Theorem 10. Let B and C be as in (4.7) and assume that
k = rank(B) < rank(A) = r.
Then
‖C‖2F  ‖Rk‖2F =
r∑
j=k+1
σ 2j . (4.25)
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Proof. Using the Eckart–Young theorem we obtain
‖C‖2F = ‖A − B‖2F  ‖A − Tk‖2F = ‖Rk‖2F =
r∑
j=k+1
σ 2j . 
Observe that Rk remains the solution of (4.23) when this problem is deﬁned by any other unitarily
invariant norm. Note also that total least squares problems give rise to a special form of (4.23) inwhich
k = r − 1. In this case the solution matrix, C˜k , is reduced to the rank-one matrix σrurvTr , e.g. [14,15].
Further consequences of the Eckart–Young theorem are presented in the next section.
5. Minimum norm properties
In this sectionwederive thebasicminimumnormproperties that characterizeorthogonal quotients
matrices.
Theorem 11. Let Xm˜ = [x1, . . . , xm˜] ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ = [y1, . . . , yn˜] ∈ Yn˜ be a given pair of matrices with
orthonormal columns, and let
Z = XTm˜AYn˜ (5.1)
denote the corresponding orthogonal quotient matrix. Then Z solves the following three problems
minimize α(R) = ‖A − Xm˜RYTn˜ ‖F
subject to R ∈ Rm˜×n˜, (5.2)
minimize β(R) = ‖AYn˜ − Xm˜R‖F
subject to R ∈ Rm˜×n˜ (5.3)
and
minimize γ (R) = ‖ATXm˜ − Yn˜RT‖F
subject to R ∈ Rm˜×n˜. (5.4)
Proof. Completing the columns of Xm˜ to be an orthonormal basis of R
m gives an orthogonal m × m
matrix, Xm, whose ﬁrst m˜ columns are the columns of Xm˜. Similarly there exists an orthogonal n × n
matrix,Yn, whoseﬁrst n˜ columns are the columns ofYn˜. Therefore, since the Frobenius norm is unitarily
invariant,
α(R) = ‖XTm(A − Xm˜RYTn˜ )Yn‖F = ‖XTmAYn − Rα‖F , (5.5)
where
Rα = XTmXm˜RYTn˜ Yn =
[
R 0
0 0
]
. (5.6)
The validity of the last equality is easily veriﬁed by noting that them × m˜matrix XTmXm˜ is composed of
the ﬁrst m˜ columns of them × m identitymatrix, while the n˜ × nmatrix YT
n˜
Yn is composed of the ﬁrst
n˜ rows of the n × n identity matrix. Note also that the corresponding principle submatrix of XTmAYn is
XT
m˜
AYn˜ . Hence the choice R = XTm˜AYn˜ minimizes α(R).
The other two problems are solved by similar arguments, using the equalities
β(R) = ‖XTm(AYn˜ − Xm˜R)‖F = ‖XTmAYn˜ − Rβ‖F (5.7)
and
γ (R) = ‖YTn (ATXm˜ − Yn˜RT )‖F = ‖XTm˜AYn − Rγ ‖F , (5.8)
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where
Rβ =
[
R
0
]
∈ Rm×n˜ and Rγ = [R, 0] ∈ Rm˜×n.  (5.9)
The proof of Theorem 11 is easily modiﬁed to conclude the following useful results.
Corollary 12. LetPm˜×n˜ denote the set of all real m˜ × n˜ matrices that have a certain pattern of zeros. (For
example, the set of all tridiagonal matrices.) Let the matrix Z˜ ∈ Pm˜×n˜ be obtained from XT
m˜
AYn˜ by setting
zeros in the corresponding places. Then Theorem 11 remains valid whenRm˜×n˜ and XT
m˜
AYn˜ are replaced by
Pm˜×n˜ and Z˜ , respectively.
Corollary 13. Assume that m˜ = n˜ = k and let
Dk×k = {D|D = diag{d1, . . . , dk} ∈ Rk×k}
denote the set of all real diagonal k × kmatrices. Let Xk = [x1, . . . , xk] ∈ Xk andYk = [y1, . . . , yk] ∈ Yk
be a given pair of matrices with orthonormal columns. Then the matrix
Dk = diag{xT1Ay1, xT2Ay2, . . . , xTk Ayk} (5.10)
solves the following three problems:
minimize α(D) = ‖A − XkDYTk ‖F
subject to D ∈ Dk×k , (5.11)
minimize β(D) = ‖AYk − XkD‖F
subject to D ∈ Dk×k (5.12)
and
minimize γ (D) = ‖ATXk − YkD‖F
subject to D ∈ Dk×k. (5.13)
As in the scalar case, the residual functions, β(R)and γ (R), enable us to bound the “distance”
between the singular values of R and A. Assume for a moment that m˜ = n˜ = k and let ρ1, . . . , ρk
denote the singular values of R. Then there exists a permutation τ of {1, . . . , n} such that
k∑
j=1
(ρj − στj)2 
(
β2(R) + γ 2(R)
)
/2, (5.14)
see [2,21]. The relations (5.7)–(5.9) indicate that the minimal values of β(γ ) and γ (R) equal the
Frobenius norm of the corresponding off-diagonal blocks in the matrix XTmAYn. The next observations
regard the minimal value of α(R).
6. The orthogonal quotients equality
In this section we derive the orthogonal quotients equality and discuss its relation to the Eckart–
Young theorem.
Theorem 14 (The orthogonal quotients equality). Let Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜ be a given pair of matrices
with orthonormal columns. Then
‖A − Xm˜(XTm˜AYn˜)YTn˜ ‖2F = ‖A‖2F − ‖XTm˜AYn˜‖2F . (6.1)
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Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 11 we see that
‖A − Xm˜(XTm˜AYn˜)YTn˜ ‖2F = ‖XTmAYn − R˜‖2F , (6.2)
where
R˜ = XTmXm˜(XTm˜AYn˜)YTn˜ Yn =
(
Z 0
0 0
)
.
Therefore, since Z = XT
m˜
AYn˜ is a principal submatrix of X
T
mAYn,
‖XTmAYn − R˜‖2F = ‖XTmAYn‖2F − ‖Z‖2F = ‖A‖2F − ‖XTm˜AYn˜‖2F . 
Corollary 15. Let T = (tij) be any m˜ × n˜matrixwhose entries satisfy the following rule: Either tij = xTi Ayj
or tij = 0. In other words, T is obtained from XTm˜AYn˜ by setting some entries to zero. Then
‖A − Xm˜TYTn˜ ‖2F = ‖A‖2F − ‖T‖2F . (6.3)
Corollary 16 (The orthogonal quotients equality in diagonal form). Let Xk = [x1, . . . , xk] ∈ Xk and
Yk = [y1, . . . , yk] ∈ Yk be a given pair of matrices with orthonormal columns. Then the diagonal matrix
(5.10) satisﬁes
‖A − XkDkYTk ‖2F = ‖A‖2F − ‖Dk‖2F . (6.4)
In vector notations the last equality takes the form
‖A −
k∑
j=1
(xTj Ayj)xjy
T
j ‖2F = ‖A‖2F −
k∑
j=1
(xTj Ayj)
2. (6.5)
Let us return now to consider the Eckart–Young problem (4.20). One way to express an m × n
matrix, whose rank is at most k, is
B = XkRYTk , (6.6)
where Xk = [x1, . . . , xk] ∈ Xk , Yk = [y1, . . . , yk] ∈ Yk and R ∈ Rk×k . Alternatively we can write B
in the form
B = XkDYTk =
k∑
j=1
djxjy
T
j , (6.7)
where D = diag{d1, . . . , dk} is a real diagonal k × k matrix. (The ﬁrst form results from complete
orthogonal decomposition of B, while the second form is obtained from the SVD.) Substituting (6.6) in
the objective function of (4.20) results in the function α2(R). Hence, by Theorem 11, there is no loss of
generality in replacing Rwith XTk AYk . Similarly D can be replaced with Dk , the solution of (5.11). These
observations lead to the following conclusions.
Theorem 17 (Equivalent formulations of the Eckart–Young problem). There is no loss of generality in
writing the Eckart–Young problem (4.20) in the forms
minimize F(Xk , Yk) = ‖A − Xk(XTk AYk)YTk ‖2F
subject to Xk ∈ Xk and Yk ∈ Yk , (6.8)
or
minimize F(Xk , Yk) = ‖A − XkDkYTk )‖2F
subject to Xk ∈ Xk and Yk ∈ Yk. (6.9)
Moreover, both problems are solved by the SVD matrices Uk and Vk. (See (2.1)–(2.7) for the deﬁnition of
these matrices.)
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Theobjective functionsof the last problems formthe left sides of theorthogonal quotients equalities
‖A − Xk(XTk AYk)YTk ‖2F = ‖A‖2F − ‖XTk AYk‖2F (6.10)
and
‖A − XkDkYTk ‖2F = ‖A‖2F − ‖Dk‖2F . (6.11)
These relations turn the minimum norm problems (6.8) and (6.9) into equivalent maximum norm
problems.
Theorem 18 (Maximumnorm formulations of the Eckart–Young problem). The Eckart–Young problems
(6.8) and (6.9) are equivalent to the problems
maximize ‖XTk AYk‖2F
subject to Xk ∈ Xk and Yk ∈ Yk ,
(6.12)
and
maximize
k∑
j=1
(xTj Ayj)
2
subject to Xk ∈ Xk and Yk ∈ Yk ,
(6.13)
respectively. The SVD matrices Uk and Vk solve both problems.
Let σ˜j = σ˜j(XTk AYk), j = 1, . . . , k, denote the singular values of the orthogonal quotients matrix
XTk AYk . Then, clearly,
‖XTk AYk‖2F = σ˜ 21 + · · · + σ˜ 2k (6.14)
and the Eckart–Young problem (6.12) can be rewritten as
maximize σ˜ 21 + · · · + σ˜ 2k
subject to Xk ∈ Xk and Yk ∈ Yk.
(6.15)
In the next sections we consider extended problems of this type. The key for solving the extended
problems lies in the properties of symmetric orthogonal quotients matrices.
7. The symmetric quotients equality
Let G = (gij) be a real n × n symmetric matrix with spectral decomposition
G = QΛQT , (7.1)
whereΛ = diag{λ1, . . . , λn} is a diagonal n × nmatrix, and Q = [q1, . . . , qn] is an orthogonal n × n
matrix, QTQ = QQT = I. It is assumed that the eigenvalues of G are sorted to satisfy
λ1  λ2  · · · λn. (7.2)
Let Yk = [y1, . . . , yk] ∈ Yk be a given n × k matrix with orthonormal columns and let
Dk = diag{yT1Gy1, . . . , yTk Gyk}
denote the k × k diagonal matrix which forms the diagonal of YTk GYk . Recall that
trace(G) =
n∑
j=1
gjj =
n∑
j=1
λj
is invariant under (orthogonal) similarity transformations. Hence by following the proof of (6.1) we
obtain the following results.
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Theorem 19 (The symmetric quotients equality). Using the above notations,
trace(G − Yk(YTk GYk)YTk ) = trace(G) − trace(YTk GYk) (7.3)
and
trace(G − YkDkYTk ) = trace(G) − trace(Dk), (7.4)
where
trace(YTk GYk) = trace(Dk) =
k∑
j=1
yTj Gyj.
Note that Theorem 19 remains valid when G is replaced by any real n × n matrix. The role of
symmetry becomes prominent in problems that attempt to maximize or minimize trace(YTk GYk), as
considered by Fan [10]. In our notations Fan’s problems have the form
maximize trace(YTk GYk)
subject to Yk ∈ Yk (7.5)
and
minimize trace(YTk GYk)
subject to Yk ∈ Yk. (7.6)
The key for solving these problems lies in the followingwell-known properties of symmetricmatrices,
e.g. [16,30,40]. See also [1,18,22].
Theorem20 (Cauchy interlace theorem). Let the k × kmatrix G˜ be obtained fromG bydeleting = n − k
rows and the corresponding  columns. Let
λ˜1  λ˜2  · · · λ˜k
denote the eigenvalues of G˜. Then
λj  λ˜j for j = 1, . . . , k, and λ˜k+1−i  λn+1−i for i = 1, . . . , k. (7.7)
In particular, when k = n − 1,
λ1  λ˜1  λ2  λ˜2  λ3  · · · λn−1  λ˜n−1  λn. (7.8)
Corollary 21 (Poincaré separation theorem). Let Yk ∈ Yk be a given n × k matrix with orthonormal
columns, and let Yn ∈ Yn be an orthogonal n × n matrix, whose ﬁrst k columns are the columns of Yk.
Then G˜ = YTk GYk is obtained from YTn GYn by deleting the last  = n − k rows and the last  columns.
Therefore, since YTn GYn has the same eigenvalues as G, the eigenvalues of G˜ satisfy (7.7) and (7.8).
Corollary 22 (Fan’s extremum principles). Consider the spectral decomposition (7.1) and (7.2) and let
the matrix Qk = [q1, . . . , qk] ∈ Yk be constructed from the ﬁrst k columns of Q . Then Qk solves (7.5),
giving the optimal value of
∑k
j=1 λj. That is,
k∑
j=1
λj = max
{
trace(YTk GYk) | Yk ∈ Yk
}
. (7.9)
The minimum trace problem (7.6) is solved by the matrix
Q̂k = [qn+1−k , . . . , qn] ∈ Yk ,
which is composed of the last k columns of Q . The optimal value of (7.6) is, therefore,
∑k
i=1 λn+1−i. That
is,
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k∑
i=1
λn+1−i = min
{
trace(YTk GYk) | Yk ∈ Yk
}
. (7.10)
The symmetric quotients equality (7.3) means that Fan’s problems, (7.5) and (7.6), are equivalent to
the problems
minimize trace
(
G − Yk(YTk GYk)YTk
)
subject to Yk ∈ Yk (7.11)
and
maximize trace
(
G − Yk(YTk GYk)YTk
)
subject to Yk ∈ Yk , (7.12)
respectively. Note the remarkable similarity between Eckart–Young problems (6.8) and (6.12), and Fan
problems (7.11) and (7.5), respectively.
A further insight is gained by considering the case when G is positive semideﬁnite. In this case the
spectral decomposition (7.1) and (7.2) coincides with the SVD of G and the k × k matrix YTk GYk is also
positive semideﬁnite. Let
λ˜1  λ˜2  · · · λ˜k  0 (7.13)
denote the eigenvalues (the singular values) of this matrix. Then here the interlacing relations (7.7)
imply majorization relations between the singular values of YTk GYk and the singular values of the
matrices QTk GQk and Q̂
T
k GQ̂k . Consequently, for any unitarily invariant norm on R
k×k , the matrix Qk
solves the problem
maximize ‖YTk GYk‖
subject to Yk ∈ Yk , (7.14)
while Q̂k solves the problem
minimize ‖YTk GYk‖
subject to Yk ∈ Yk. (7.15)
A further generalization is achieved in the next section, in which wemove from symmetric orthog-
onal quotients matrices to rectangular ones. In this case singular values take the role of eigenvalues.
Yet, as we shall see, the analogy between the two cases is not always straightforward.
8. Sums of singular values
Let us return to consider orthogonal quotient matrices of the form (5.1). Deﬁne
k = min{m˜, n˜}
and let
σ˜1  σ˜2  · · · σ˜k  0
denote the singular values of the orthogonal quotients matrix XT
m˜
AYn˜. We shall start by investigating
the problems
maximize Fp(Xm˜, Yn˜) =
k∑
j=1
σ˜
p
j
subject to Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
(8.1)
and
minimize Fp(Xm˜, Yn˜) =
k∑
j=1
σ˜
p
j
subject to Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜,
(8.2)
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where p is a given positive real number, 0 < p < ∞. Yet the coming results enable us to handle a
larger family of objective functions. Perhaps the more interesting problems of this type occur when
p = 1 and p = 2. In these cases the objective function is reduced to
F1(Xm˜, Yn˜) =
k∑
j=1
σ˜j (8.3)
and
F2(Xm˜, Yn˜) =
k∑
j=1
σ˜ 2j = ‖XTm˜AYn˜‖2F , (8.4)
respectively. In particular, when p = 2 and m˜ = n˜ = k problem (8.1) coincideswith the Eckart–Young
problem (6.12). The solution of (8.1) and (8.2) is based on “rectangular” extensions of Theorems 20
and 21. The ﬁrst theorem is due to Thompson [37]. We outline its proof to clarify its close relation to
Cauchy Interlace Theorem.
Theorem 23 (A rectangular cauchy interlace theorem). Let the m˜ × n˜ matrix A˜ be obtained from A by
deleting m′ rows and n′ columns of A. That is, m˜ + m′ = m and n˜ + n′ = n. Deﬁne
k = min{m˜, n˜}
and let
σ˜1  σ˜2  · · · σ˜k  0
denote the singular values of A˜. Then
σj  σ˜j for j = 1, . . . , k. (8.5)
Furthermore, the number of positive singular values of A˜ is bounded from below by
 = r − (m′ + n′),
where r = rank(A). Consequently  k, and if  1 the ﬁrst  singular values of A˜ satisfy the lower bounds
σ˜+1−i  σr+1−i for i = 1, . . . , . (8.6)
Proof. The proof is by induction on ′, where ′ = m′ + n′ is the overall number of deleted rows and
columns. For ′ = 1 there are two cases to consider. Assume ﬁrst that A˜ is obtained by deleting one
rowof A. Then Theorem20withG = AAT and G˜ = A˜A˜T gives the desired results. The second possibility
is that A˜ is obtained by deleting one column of A. In this case Theorem 20 is used with G = ATAand
G˜ = A˜T A˜. Similar arguments enable us to complete the induction step. 
Observe that the bounds (8.5) and (8.6) are “strict” in the sense that these bounds can be satisﬁed
as equalities. Take, for example, a diagonal matrix.
Corollary24 (A rectangularPoincaré separation theorem).Consider the m˜ × n˜matrix A˜ = XT
m˜
AYn˜,where
Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜. Let
σ˜1  σ˜2  · · · σ˜k  0
denote the singular values of A˜, where k = min{m˜, n˜}. Then
σj  σ˜j for j = 1, . . . , k. (8.7)
Furthermore, deﬁne  = r − (m′ + n′) where r = rank(A),m′ = m − m˜, and n′ = n − n˜. Then  k
and if  1 the ﬁrst  singular values of A˜ satisfy the lower bounds
σ˜+1−i  σr+1−i for i = 1, . . . , . (8.8)
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Proof. Let the matrix Xm ∈ Xm be obtained by completing the columns of Xm˜ to be an orthonormal
basis ofRm. Let thematrix Yn ∈ Yn be obtained by completing the columns of Yn˜ to be an orthonormal
basis of Rn. Then the m × n matrix XTmAYn has the same singular values as A, and A˜ is obtained from
XTmAYn be deleting the lastm
′ rows and the last n′ columns. 
Corollary 25. Using the former notations,
σ
p
j
 σ˜ pj for j = 1, . . . , k (8.9)
and
k∑
j=1
σ
p
j

k∑
j=1
σ˜
p
j . (8.10)
Furthermore, if  1 then
σ˜
p
+1−i  σ
p
r+1−i for i = 1, . . . , , (8.11)
and
∑
j=1
σ˜
p
j

∑
i=1
σ
p
r+1−i. (8.12)
Similar inequalities hold when the power function f (θ) = θp is replaced by any other real valued function
which is increasing in the interval [0,∞).
Theorem 26 (A rectangular maximum principle). Let the m × m˜ matrix Um˜ = [u1, . . . , um˜] be con-
structed from the ﬁrst m˜ columns of U, and let the n × n˜ matrix Vn˜ = [v1, . . . , vn˜] be constructed from the
ﬁrst n˜ columns of V . (Recall that U and V form the SVD of A, see (2.1)–(2.8).) Then this pair of matrices
solves the maximum problem (8.1), giving the optimal value of
∑k
j=1 σ
p
j . That is,
k∑
j=1
σ
p
j = max
⎧⎨
⎩
k∑
j=1
σ˜
p
j | Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
⎫⎬
⎭ . (8.13)
However, the solution matrices are not necessarily unique.
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of (8.10) and the fact that UT
m˜
AVn˜ is a diagonal m˜ × n˜matrix
whose diagonal entries are σj , j = 1, . . . , k. 
Corollary 27 (A rectangular Fanmaximum principle). Consider the special case when p = 1. In this case
k∑
j=1
σj = max
⎧⎨
⎩
k∑
j=1
σ˜j|Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
⎫⎬
⎭ (8.14)
and the optimal value is attained for the matrices Um˜ and Vn˜.
Corollary 28. Consider the special case when p = 2. In this case
k∑
j=1
σ 2j = max
{
‖XTm˜AYn˜‖2F |Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
}
(8.15)
and the optimal value is attained for the matrices Um˜ and Vn˜. Furthermore, if m˜ = n˜ = k then (8.1) is
reduced to (6.12). This gives an alternative way to prove the Eckart–Young theorem.
Theorem 29 (A rectangular minimum principle). Let the m × m˜ matrix Ûm˜ = [um′+1, . . . , um] be ob-
tained from U by deleting the ﬁrst m′ columns of U. Let the n × n˜ matrix V̂n˜ be obtained from V by deleting
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n′ columns in the following way: If m′  n˜ then V̂n˜ is composed from the ﬁrst n˜ columns of V . Otherwise,
when m′ < n˜, the ﬁrst m′ columns of V̂n˜ are the ﬁrst m′ columns of V , and the rest columns of V̂n˜ are the
last n˜ − m′ columns of V . Then the matrices Ûm˜ and V̂n˜ solve the minimum problem (8.2). The optimal
value of (8.2) depends on the integer  = r − (m′ + n′). If  0 the optimal value equals zero.Otherwise,
when  1, the optimal value equals
∑
i=1 σ
p
r+1−i.
Proof. Let the m × m˜ matrix M be obtained from the m × m identity matrix, I, by deleting the ﬁrst
m′ columns of I. Then, clearly, Ûm˜ = UM. Similarly, deﬁne N to be an n × n˜matrix such that V̂n˜ = VN.
That is, N is obtained from the n × n identity matrix by deleting the corresponding columns. With
these notations at hand (2.1) implies the equalities
UTm˜AVn˜ = MTUTAVN = MTSN.
So the matrix UT
m˜
AVn˜ is obtained from S by deleting the correspondingm
′ rows and n′ columns.
Observe that the remaining nonzero entries of MTSN are the singular values of this matrix. Note
also that the rule for deleting rows and columns from S is aimed to make the size of the remaining
nonzero entries as small as possible: The productMTS deletes the ﬁrstm′ rows of S, which contain the
largest m′ singular values. Then the product (MTS)N annihilates the next n′ largest singular values.
The remaining nonzero entries of S are, therefore, the smallest that we can get. The number of positive
singular values in UT
m˜
AVn˜ is, clearly, max{0, }. The optimality of our solution stems from (8.8) and
(8.12). 
Another pair of matrices that solves (8.2) is gained by reversing the order in which we delete rows
and columns from S: Start by deleting the ﬁrst n′ columns of S, which contain the n′ largest singular
values. Then delete them′ rows of S that contain the nextm′ largest singular values.
Corollary 30 (A rectangular Fan minimum principle). Consider the special case when p = 1 and  1.
In this case
∑
i=1
σr+1−i = min
⎧⎨
⎩
k∑
j=1
σ˜j | Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
⎫⎬
⎭ (8.16)
and the optimal value is attained for the matrices Ûm˜ and Vˆn˜.
Corollary 31. Consider the special case when p = 2 and  1. In this case
∑
i=1
σ 2r+1−i = min
{
‖XTm˜AYn˜‖2F | Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
}
(8.17)
and the optimal value is attained for the matrices Ûm˜ and Vˆn˜.
The next theorem extends our results to arbitrary unitarily invariant norms.
Theorem 32. Let ‖ · ‖ be a unitarily invariant norm onRm˜×n˜. Then the matrices Um˜ and Vn˜, which solve
(8.1), also solve the problem
maximize F(Xm˜, Yn˜) = ‖XTm˜AYn˜‖
subject to Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜. (8.18)
Similarly the matrices Ûm˜ and V̂n˜, which solve (8.2), also solve the problem
minimize F(Xm˜, Yn˜) = ‖XTm˜AYn˜‖
subject to Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜. (8.19)
Proof. From (8.7)we see that the singular values ofXT
m˜
AYn˜ aremajorized by those ofU
T
m˜
AYn˜. This shows
that
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‖UTm˜AVn˜‖ ‖XTm˜AYn˜‖, (8.20)
which proves the ﬁrst claim. Similarly, (8.8) means that the singular values of ÛT
m˜
AV̂n˜ are majorized by
those of XT
m˜
AYn˜. This shows that
‖XTm˜AYn˜‖ ‖ÛTm˜AV̂n˜‖, (8.21)
which proves the second claim. 
We shall ﬁnish this section by recasting our results in terms of traces of rectangular matrices. For
this purpose we deﬁne the trace of a rectangularm × nmatrix as
trace(A) =
q∑
i=1
aii (8.22)
where q = min{m, n}. With this deﬁnition at hand the new problems to solve are
maximize trace (XT
m˜
AYn˜)
subject to Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜ (8.23)
and
minimize trace (XT
m˜
AYn˜)
subject to Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜. (8.24)
Using (2.10) we see that
−
n∑
j=1
σj  trace(A)
n∑
j=1
σj
and
−
k∑
j=1
σj −
k∑
j=1
σ˜j  trace(XTm˜AYn˜)
k∑
j=1
σ˜j 
k∑
j=1
σj. (8.25)
On the other hand, the matrices Um˜ and Vn˜ that solve (8.1) satisfy
trace(Um˜AVn˜) =
k∑
j=1
σj (8.26)
and
trace(−Um˜AVn˜) = −
k∑
j=1
σj , (8.27)
which leads to the following conclusions.
Corollary 33. The matrices Um˜ and Vn˜ solve (8.23) giving the optimal value of
∑k
j=1 σj. That is,
k∑
j=1
σj = max
{
trace(XTm˜AYn˜)|Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
}
. (8.28)
Corollary 34. The matrices −Um˜ and Vn˜ (or Um˜ and −Vn˜) solve (8.24) giving the optimal value of
−∑kj=1 σj. That is
−
k∑
j=1
σj = min
{
trace(XTm˜AYn˜)|Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
}
. (8.29)
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Finally we note that when m˜ = n˜ = k the matrix XT
m˜
AYn˜ turns to be a square matrix and Corollary
33 is reduced to the following known result:
k∑
j=1
σj = max
{
trace(XTk AYk)|Xk ∈ Xk , Yk ∈ Yk
}
, (8.30)
e.g. [17, p. 195], [22, p. 515], [24].
9. Products of singular values
In this section we consider extremum problems that refer to certain products of singular values.
The interest in these problems stems from the following properties of symmetric matrices. Let G be a
real symmetric positive semideﬁnite n × nmatrix with eigenvalues
λ1  λ2  · · · λn  0.
Let Yk ∈ Yk be an arbitrary n × k matrix with orthonormal columns, and let
λ˜1  λ˜2  · · · λ˜k  0
denote the eigenvalues of the k × k matrix YTk GYk . Then, clearly,
det(YTk GYk) =
k∏
j=1
λ˜j , (9.1)
while Corollary 21 implies the inequalities
k∏
i=1
λn+1−i 
k∏
j=1
λ˜j 
k∏
j=1
λj. (9.2)
Let the matrices Qk and Q̂k be deﬁned as in Corollary 22. Then the eigenvalues of the matrices Q
T
k GQk
and Q̂ Tk GQ̂k are
λ1  · · · λk , and λn+1−k  · · · λn,
respectively. Hence from (9.2) we see that
k∏
j=1
λj = max
⎧⎨
⎩det(YTk GYk) =
k∏
j=1
λ˜j
∣∣∣∣ Yk ∈ Yk
⎫⎬
⎭ (9.3)
and
k∏
i=1
λn+1−i = min
⎧⎨
⎩det(YTk GYk) =
k∏
j=1
λ˜j
∣∣∣∣ Yk ∈ Yk
⎫⎬
⎭ , (9.4)
where optimal values are attained for the matrices Qk and Q̂k , respectively. A further strengthening
of (9.4) is gained by applying Hadamard determinant theorem, which says that the determinant of
a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix, YTk GYk , is smaller than the product of its diagonal entries.
That is,
det(YTk GYk)
k∏
j=1
yTj Gyj , (9.5)
where yj denotes the jth column of Yk . Combining (9.5) with (9.1) and (9.2) gives the inequality
k∏
i=1
λn+1−i 
k∏
j=1
yTj Gyj (9.6)
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for any matrix Yk = [y1, . . . , yk] ∈ Yk . Also, as we have seen, equality holds in (9.6) when Yk = Q̂k ,
which brings us to the following observation of Fan [12].
Theorem 35 (Fan).
k∏
i=1
λn+1−i = min
⎧⎨
⎩
k∏
j=1
yTj Gyj
∣∣∣∣Yk ∈ Yk
⎫⎬
⎭ (9.7)
and the optimal value is attained for Q̂k.
Let us return now to consider rectangular orthogonal quotients matrices. Using the notations of
Section 8, the problems that we want to solve are
maximize P(Xm˜, Yn˜) =
k∏
j=1
σ˜j
subject to Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜,
(9.8)
and
minimize P(Xm˜, Yn˜) =
k∏
j=1
σ˜j
subject to Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜ and Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜.
(9.9)
(Compare with (8.1) and (8.2), respectively.) Let the matrices Um˜ and Vn˜ be deﬁned as in Theorem 26.
Using (2.1) one can verify that P(Um˜, Vn˜) = ∏kj=1 σj , which is the maximal possible value, see (8.7).
This brings us to the following conclusions.
Theorem 36.
k∏
j=1
σj = max
⎧⎨
⎩
k∏
j=1
σ˜j|Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
⎫⎬
⎭ , (9.10)
and the optimal value is attained for Um˜ and Vn˜.
Corollary 37. If m˜ = n˜ = k then
k∏
j=1
σj = det(UTk AVk) = max
{
det(XTk AYk)|Xk ∈ Xk , Yk ∈ Yk
}
, (9.11)
where Uk and Vk are deﬁned in (2.7).
The solution of (9.9) is found by following the notations and the proof of Theorem 29.
Theorem 38. The matrices Ûm˜ and V̂n˜ solve (9.9). The number of positive singular values of the matrix
ÛT
m˜
AVˆn˜ is  = r − m′ − n′. If  < k then
0 = min
⎧⎨
⎩
k∏
j=1
σ˜j
∣∣∣∣Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
⎫⎬
⎭ . (9.12)
Otherwise, when  = k,
∏
i=1
σr+1−i = min
⎧⎨
⎩
k∏
j=1
σ˜j
∣∣∣∣Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
⎫⎬
⎭ . (9.13)
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Recall thatm n. Hence the equality  = k is possible onlywhen r = n. Ifm > n then the equalities
 = k and r = n imply m′ = 0 and m˜ = m. Otherwise, when m = n = r, the equality  = k implies
that eitherm′ = 0 or n′ = 0.
Corollary 39. If m˜ = n˜ then
|det(Ûm˜AV̂n˜)| = min
{
|det(XTm˜AYn˜)|
∣∣∣∣Xm˜ ∈ Xm˜, Yn˜ ∈ Yn˜
}
. (9.14)
10. Concluding remarks
Theanalogybetweeneigenvaluesof symmetricmatrices and singular values iswell known, e.g. [38].
However, as far as we know, the question of how to extend the Rayleigh quotient, when moving from
eigenvalues to singular values, has not yet been thoroughly answered. The basic motivation behind
the proposed deﬁnition of the rectangular quotient lies in the least norm problems (3.2)–(3.5) and
the related error bounds. These features have clear resemblance to the error bound (1.2) and the least
norm problem (1.3) which characterize the Rayleigh quotient. Another line of similarity is exposed by
comparing the properties of symmetric Rayleigh quotientmatrices with those of orthogonal quotients
matrices. However, the analogy between Rayleigh quotients and rectangular quotients is not always
straightforward. Consider, for example, the formulation of the Courant–Fischer minimax theorem in
terms of rectangular quotients.
The use of orthogonal quotientsmatrices illuminates the Eckart–Young theorem in a new light. The
minimumnorm properties of thesematrices show that the Eckart–Young problem (4.20) is equivalent
to the minimum norm problems (6.8) and (6.9), while the orthogonal quotients equality turns the
last problems into the maximum norm problems (6.12) and (6.13). The symmetric quotient equality
adds similar insight into Fan’s extremum principles. In particular it shows that the maximum trace
problem (7.5) is equivalent to theminimumtraceproblem (7.11). A comparisonof the two cases reveals,
therefore, a remarkable similarity between Eckart–Young theorem and Fan’s maximum principle.
Another feature that tightens this similarity is that both theorems descend from related interlacing
properties.
The extremum problems which are solved in Sections 8 and 9 can be viewed as generalizations
of Fan’s problems. Former extensions of this kind are restricted to the trace formulation (8.30). The
new formulations, (8.1), (8.2), (8.18) and (8.19), are much stronger. We see that when moving from
symmetric orthogonal quotients matrices to rectangular ones, singular values take the roles of eigen-
values. Note the resemblance between the solutions of the maximum problems. Yet the solutions of
the minimum problems are quite different.
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